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GROWTH OF FINITELY GENERATED

SOLVABLE GROUPS

JOHN MILNOR

This note is intended as an addendum to the preceeding paper [1] by J. A.
Wolf. We will prove the following

Theorem. Let Γ be a solvable group which is not polycyclic, and S a
finite set of generators for Γ. Then there exists an exponential lower bound

9s(m) > (constant)771 > 1

for the growth function gs of Γ.
Briefly, Γ has "exponential growth." For definitions and explanations the

reader is referred to [1]. Note that the results of [1] provide a partial answer
to a problem which was posed by the author in Amer. Math. Monthly 75
(1968) 685-686.

The proof will be based on the study of a group extension

where we will always assume that A is abelian and that B is finitely generated.
Let Z denote the ring of integers.

Lemma 1. If B does not have exponential growth, then for each aeA
and βeB the set of all conjugates βkaβ~k, with keZ, spans a finitely gener-
ated subgroup of A.

Proof. For each sequence i19 /„ , ίm of O's and Γs consider the expres-
sion

βa^βa** βaim € B .

If these 2m expressions all represented distinct elements of B, then the growth
function gs of B, computed using any set 5 of generators for B which contains
both β and βa, would satisfy

But this would contradict the hypothesis. Hence there must exist a nontrivial
relation of the form
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βaix - βaίm = βajl j8αrim

for some integer m.
It will be convenient to temporarily introduce the abbreviation

ak = β«aβ~k ,

and to note that

βocilβai°- - j8α*m = a{la\* αJϊ*j8m .

Thus our relation becomes

α i i . . α«« = αΛ . . . α i » ,

or briefly

where the exponents ik — jk take the values 0 or ± 1 , and are not all zero.
In fact, choosing m as small as possible, we may assume that ix ψ )x and

L Φ L
It follows that am can be expressed as a word in al9 , αTO-1. Conjugating

by jS it follows that α m + 1 can be expressed as a word in a2, , αm and hence
also as a word in a19 , αm_i. Continuing inductively we see that every α:fc
with k>m can be expressed as a word in α,, , αm_ l β Similarly every αfc

with /: < 0 can be expressed in terms of a19 , αfm_!. This completes the
proof.

Lemma 2. // the quotient group C = B/A has a finite presentation, then
there exist finitely many elements a19 , at € A so that every element of A
can be expressed as a product of conjugates of the as.

Proof. Choose generators βl9 , βk for B and note that the images
^(jSi), , ̂ (jSfc) generate C. Since C is finitely presentable, it has a presenta-
tion with these given elements φiβO, , <p(βk) as generators, subject only to
a finite number of relations

, φ(βk)) = = rάφfa), - •, φ(βk)) = 1 ,

(compare Kurosh [2, p. 73]).
Setting oίj = τs(β19 , βk), it follows easily that every element of 4̂ can be

expressed as a product of conjugates of the aj.
Lemma 3. // C is polycyclic, and B does not have exponential growth,

then B must be polycyclic also.

Proof. Choose generators γ19 , γp for C so that every element of C can

be expressed as a product

1 Ϊ2 ' Tp

with ix, , ϊp e Z. Choose elements β19 , βp e B so that
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According to Lemma 2 there exist elements a19 ,ateA so that every

element of A can be expressed as a product of conjugates of the OCJ. Clearly

each conjugate of a5 can be written as

Let Ao denote the subgroup of A spanned by al9 , aL. Applying Lemma
1 to the elements α7 and βx we see that there exists a finitely generated group
A1 which is spanned by all conjugates of the form

βV'otjβϊ* with l < / < / , heZ.

Similarly applying Lemma 1 to each generator of Aλ and to β2 we see that all
of the

span a finitely generated group A2. Continuing inductively we construct
Ax c A2 c C Ap, and it follows that A = Av is also a finitely generated
abelian group.

Thus A is polycyclic. Since C is polycyclic, it follows that B is polycyclic
also.

We are now ready to prove the Theorem. Let

Γ = Γ°Z)Γ1Ώ 3 Γs+1 = 1

be the commutator series of the finitely generated solvable group Γ. If Γ did
not have exponential growth, then applying Lemma 3 to the group extension

l^Γ^Γ-* Γ/Γs-*1,

an easy induction on s would show that Γ must be polycyclic.
Thus, if we assume that Γ is not polycyclic, it follows that Γ must have

exponential growth. Hence the proof of the Theorem is complete.
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Bibliographic addendum. The author would like to call attention to the following
paper by Svarc, which contains many of the ideas utilized in [3]:

A. S. Svarc, A volume invariant of coverings, Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR 105 (1955)
32-34 (Russian).
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